
 

 

Independent Media 

Platform to Challenge 

Main Stream Media 
Freedom.social to provide platform for  

independent media to bypass censoring   
 

July 12, 2017, Denver, Colorado - Denver-based Freedom.social has announced the launch of its new 

platform for Independent Media to report the factual truth of what is occurring around the world 

without the concern for being censored. 

Freedom.social is similar to YouTube and Facebook, however Freedom.social is a worldwide platform for 

Independent Media to post videos and articles, and media outlets are able to take advantage of free 

IPTV and free WebRTC. With WebRTC, live multi-party video conferencing interviews can be recorded 

and saved, as well as distributed. IPTV allows Independent Media to broadcast live from satellite, IP 

camera, PC, smart device or DVR and save as a video, and distribute. The services are 100% and 

Freedom.social pays Independent Media to utilize the platform.  

Freedom.social is asking legitimate Independent Media outlets and YouTube channels that are currently 

being censored on other platforms to create a free account today.  

The CEO of Uncensored Freedom Inc., Kent Lewiss describing the platform said,  

“Independent media now has a platform to report the truth on what is occurring worldwide and provide 

a platform to for people worldwide to be free from national corporate media propaganda. “ 

Freedom.social has multiple different platforms built into one platform which includes a digital currency 

exchange called FreedomCoin Exchange. FreedomCoin Exchange features several new digital currencies 

and pays Independent Media and all end users to post, like, share, and refer people to the 



Freedom.social platform. Early Independent Media adopters stand a legitimate opportunity to greatly 

financially benefit.  

Lewiss added, “Freedom.social is not a platform for people to fight over left vs. right politics, the litmus 

test of Freedom.social to determine if someone is removed from the propaganda is if someone believes 

the false left right paradigm and simply wants to live free and be a decent person”. 

The Freedom.social mission is to tell the truth, pay Independent Media and all end users to spread the 

truth, utilize groups to collectively formulate solutions, and collectively implement and carry out action 

plans to save our country and the world.  

Visit Freedom.social Here - https://Freedom.social/register.aspx  
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